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Need and Readiness Assessment
1. How satisfied are you with the existing approach to values-driven leadership
development and ethics at your organization? Why?

2. Is your satisfaction level higher or lower than your management? Your peers? Other
employees in general? (In other words, is there a “felt need” – for you and/or for others in
the organization – to enhance efforts in this arena?)

3. What do you see as the most pressing needs in the values-driven leadership development
and ethics at your organization?

4. What would your management see as the most pressing needs in the values-driven
leadership development and ethics at your organization?
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5. What would employees in general see as the most pressing needs in the values-driven
leadership development and ethics at your organization?

6. Do you currently have a distinct training and development offering/program around
values-driven leadership development and ethics? If so, how extensive is it? (length,
frequency, reach, focus) If not, is such a program a possibility?

7. Other than values-driven leadership development and ethics, what other sorts of training
offerings does your organization provide? Do you have any influence (or could you have)
on their design/content?

8. In your view, do employees perceive inconsistencies between the organization’s
messages, resources and support (training, etc.) around values and ethics, on the one
hand, and the organization’s priorities and their performance expectations, on the other?

9. How are your training and communication programs delivered:
a. online or in-person?
b. If in-person, by training staff (internal or external) or by management?
c. If by training staff, is there direct management involvement?
10. What is the focus of your existing values and ethics programs/communications?
a. Communicating rules, policies, regulations, laws? If yes, what percentage of the
programs/communications are devoted to this?_____________________
b. Communicating what resources and processes are available and appropriate if an
ethical conflict/violation is encountered? If yes, what percentage of the
programs/communications are devoted to this?______________________
c. Rehearsing and building skill in managing ethical challenges effectively? If yes,
what percentage of the programs/communications are devoted to this?________
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d. Other?_______________________________________________
11. What sort of indicators of impact do you consider and track?

12. Do you think an emphasis upon values-driven ACTION would be welcome in your
organization? Why or why not?

13. What are the most valuable aspects and greatest opportunities of the Giving Voice To
Values approach to values-driven leadership development for a corporate audience?
And what are the greatest challenges for using this approach with a corporate audience?

14. How could the “Tale of Two Stories” exercise by adapted for use in your organizational
context, allowing for confidentiality, safety and so on? What would be the most valuable
impacts of this exercise?

15. How might your organization identify and develop a set of custom “scripting” cases
and teaching plans? [i.e., How challenging will it be to identify stories of times when
folks have effectively voiced values? Who will conduct interviews and write cases and
teaching plans? How will stories be disguised? Etc.]

16. What are the benefits/opportunities and what are the challenges of developing a Giving
Voice To Values Peer Coaching Network for your/other organizations? What would be
the most valuable impacts of such a network?
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17. Would the Giving Voice To Values approach work best in your/other corporate settings as
an integrated component in existing programs (such as leadership, team management,
innovation, financial management for non-financial managers, etc.), or would it be most
attractive as a stand-alone offering. Or both?

18. What is most attractive to you about using the GVV approach in your organization?

19. What are your one or two biggest questions about using the GVV approach in your
organization?

20. What is the most exciting Next Step for you and your organization with regard to GVV?

21. What would be most useful/helpful to you in order to take this Next Step?

THANK YOU!
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